Anderson Cattle Co. Bull Sale
April 12, 2017
Swan River, MB
Auctioneer: Chris Poley
Sale Management: T Bar C Cattle Co. Ltd.

Sale Results
13 Red Angus Yearling Bulls  Averaged $5,323.08
5 Red Angus Two Year Old Bulls  Averaged $5,650.00
10 Black Angus Yearling Bulls  Averaged $3,250.00
11 Black Angus Two Year Old Bulls  Averaged $4,240.91
6 Red & Black Angus Open Heifers  Averaged $1,800.00

39 Bulls Grossed $191,400.00 And Averaged $4,630.77

High Selling Red Angus Yearling Bulls
Lot 17 – Red ACC Pacesetter 142D sired by ACC Pacesetter 73B was purchased by CD Land & Cattle, Taber, AB for $14,000.00

Lot 1 – Red ACC Legend 1D sired by Red WPRA Legacy A-314 purchased by CD Land & Cattle, Taber, AB for $10,000.00

High Selling Black Angus Yearling Bulls
Lot 19 – ACC Pacesetter 78D sired by ACC Pacesetter 73B was purchased by Neil Rooks Ranch Ltd., Swan River, MB for $4,750.00

Lot 31 – ACC Chisum 13D sired by Crescent Creek Chisum 16Z was purchased by Big Bend Simmentals, Kenville, MB for $4,300.00

High Selling Red Angus Two Year Old Bulls
Lot 49 – Red ACC Upward 115C sired by ACC Upward 99A was purchased by Dual E Cattle Co., Wynyard, SK for $6,500.00

Lot 57 – Red ACC Tiger 122C sired by ACC Tiger 3Z was purchased by Dennis Kuschak, Ituna, SK for $6,500.00
High Selling Black Angus Two Year Old Bulls
Lot 58 – ACC Tiger 139C sired by ACC Tiger 3Z was purchased by Leaning Spruce Stock Farm, Wawanesa, MB for $6,250.00

Lot 50 –ACC Upward 107C sired by ACC Upward 99A was purchased by Derek Shankowsky, Pelly, SK for $4,750.00

High Selling Red Angus Open Heifers
Lot 72 – Red ACC Joanna 47D sired by Red FBAC Some R Better 1E was purchased Dual E Cattle Co., Wynyard, SK for $2,000.00

Lot 70 – Red ACC Tibbie 98D sire by Red Wraz Swayze 146B was purchased by Peter Ivanochko, Preeceville, SK for $1,800.00